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Atmospheric sulfur cycle simulated in the global model
GOCART' Model description and global properties
Mian Chin, •,2 RichardB. Rood,2 Shian-JiannLin,
Jean-Francois
Mfiller,3 and Anne M. Thompson
2
Abstract. The GeorgiaTech/GoddardGlobal OzoneChemistryAerosolRadiation
and Transport (GOCART) model is used to simulate the atmosphericsulfur
cycle. The model uses the assimilated meteorologicaldata from the Goddard

Earth ObservingSystemData AssimilationSystem(GEOS DAS). Global sulfur
budgetsfrom a 6-year simulationfor SOe, sulfate, dimethylsulfide(DMS), and
methanesulfonic
acid (MSA) are presentedin this paper. In a normal year without
major volcanicperturbations,about 20% of the sulfate precursoremissionis from
natural sources(biogenicand volcanic),and 80% is anthropogenic;
the samesources
contribute 33% and 67%, respectively,to the total sulfate burden. A sulfate
production efficiencyof 0.41-0.42 is estimated in the model, an efficiencywhich is
defined as a ratio of the amount of sulfate produced to the total amount of SOe
emitted and produced in the atmosphere. This value indicates that less than half
of the SOe entering the atmospherecontributes to the sulfate production, the rest
being removed by dry and wet depositions. In a simulation for 1990 we estimate a

total sulfateproduction
of 39 Tg S yr-•, with 36%and64%fromin-air andin-cloud
oxidation, respectively,of SOe. We also demonstrate that major volcanic eruptions,
such as the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991, can significantly change the sulfate
formation pathways, distributions, abundance, and lifetime. Comparison with other
models shows that the parameterizations for wet removal or wet production of
sulfate are the most critical factors in determining the burdens of SO2 and sulfate.
Therefore a priority for future research should be to reduce the large uncertainties
associatedwith the wet physical and chemical processes.

1.

Introduction

The important roles of sulfate aerosol in global climate change, atmospheric chemistry, and environmental health have been well recognized in recent years.
Sulfate aerosol is one of the major aerosol types in
the troposphere with a dominant anthropogenic component. It affectsthe Earth's radiative balance directly
by scattering solar radiation and indirectly by forming new cloudsand modifying cloud properties. It also
provides surfacesfor heterogeneousreactions to take
place, thus altering the concentrationsof many important atmospheric species. Sulfate can also interact with
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other types of aerosols,such as dust and carbonaceous
aerosols,to modify their hygroscopicproperties when
internally mixed with them. The fundamental step toward quantifying all the direct and indirect effects of
sulfate aerosol is determining its spatial and temporal
distributions and the various processesthat control the
distributions.

There have been numerous

observational

data of aero-

sols and their precursors obtained at ground sites, in
field campaigns,and from satellite measurements.However, measurementsat the surface or in field campaigns
are limited in spatial or temporal coverage,while satellite observations are limited in measurable quantities.
Therefore a global model is needed to integrate the
spaceborne, airborne, and ground-based data in order
to interpret the data in a broader context. In fact, several global models have been used to study the tropo-

sphericsulfurcyclesince1991[e.g.,LangnerandRodhe,
1991; Pham et al., 1995; Feichter et al., 1996; Chin et
al., 1996; Chuang et al., 1997; Roelofs et al., 1998; Koch

et al., 1999; Barth et al., 2000; Raschet al., 2000]. Al-
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most all the published global sulfur models were either
driven by the off-line meteorological fields generated

0148-0227/ 00/ 2000JD900384509.00

in generalcirculation models(GCM), or were coupled
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on-line with the GCM. Although these model studies
have helped to advance our understanding of the tropospheric sulfur cycle, it is often difficult for them to
explain the observed day-to-day and year-to-year variability, let alone to interpret in situ data from fields
campaigns. This is mainly because the results from
the GCM models in general represent multiyear values
averaged over a large area, which is inappropriate for
comparisonswith observationsin a specifictime.

Here we introducethe GeorgiaTech/GoddardGlobal
Ozone Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport

(GOCART) model, which can be potentially the most
suitable

tool

to link

the satellite

and in situ observa-

tions. The main advantage of the model, which is also
the main difference between this model and the previously published models, is that the GOCART model is
driven by the assimilated meteorologicalfields, which
are generatedin the Goddard Earth ObservingSystem

CYCLE IN THE GOCART

MODEL

Table 1. GEOS DAS MeteorologicalFields Usedin
the GOCART

Model

GEOS DAS Fields

Time,

Quantitya

hours

Surface pressure
Temperature

6
6

I
I

Wind velocity
Specifichumidity

6
6

I
I

Surface albedo

6

I

Surfacetype (land, water, or ice)

6

I

Cloud mass flux
Convective cloud detrainment

6
6

A
A

Specifichumidity change
Aerodynamicresistance
b

6
6

A
A

Turbulent diffusioncoefiScient
b
Wind velocity at 10 mC

3
3

A
A

Cloud fraction (column)

3

A

Boundary layer depth
Surfacefriction velocity

3
3

A
A

Data AssimilationSystem(GEOS DAS). This type of

Surfaceroughness
length

3

A

model is therefore appropriate for interpreting measurements for a specificperiod of time. In addition, because
the GOCART model is a global-scalemodel, it is also
convenient to use in analyzing satellite data and conducting global assessments.
In this paper, we provide a detailed description of the
model componentsusedfor simulating the tropospheric

Surface air temperature

3

A

Surface net shortwave radiation
Surface sensible heat flux

3
3

A
A

Surfaceprecipitation, total
Surfaceprecipitation, convective

3
3

A
A

sulfurcycle(section2). The globaldistributionsand 6year budgetsfor sulfate and its precursorsare presented
(section3), and the anthropogeniccontributionto the
sulfateburdenis discussed
(section5). Resultsfrom our
model are compared with those from most recent model

aI is instantaneousquantity, A is time averagedquantity.

bAerodynamicresistanceand turbulentdiffusioncoefficients were not archived in the earlier version of GEOS

DAS (before1997). They havebeencalculatedusingthe
archived GEOS DAS fields for simulations before 1997.

CThe10 m windsoverthe oceansare replacedby the 6-

hourinstantaneous
remotesensingdata fromthe SSM/I.
See text for details.

studies[Kochet al., 1999;Barth et al., 2000;Raschet
al., 2000] (sections4 and 5). A detailedevaluationof
the model results with observationsand budgetsfor several continental and oceanicregions are presentedin a

from April 1995 to November1997), designedto support the StratosphericTracers of Atmospheric Trans-

companion
paper [Chin et al., this issue].It is noted port (STRAT) mission,there are 46 verticallevelswith
that in addition to sulfate, other aerosolcomponents approximately 26 of them in the stratosphereand the
are also simulated in the GOCART model, which in- model top at 0.1 mbar. In our tropospheric simulation
cludedust(P. Ginouxet al., manuscriptin preparation, we have aggregatedthe top 23 levels(from 40 mbar to
2000),carbonaceous,
andsea-salt
aerosols
(in progress). 0.1 mbar) in the GEOS 1.3 to 3 levelsand kept the
With all the major aerosolssimulated,we will be able to lowest23 levels(from surfaceto 40 mbar) as the same
comparethe aerosolpropertiesgeneratedin the model resolution as in the GEOS 1.3 such that the total numwith those retrieved from the satellite measurements, ber of model vertical levelsis 26. The lowestfive layers
and apply the model to global aerosolanalysis.
in both GEOS 1 and GEOS 1.3 are centeredat approximately 50, 250, 600, 1100, and 1800 m above the

surface. Newer versionsof the GEOS DAS data, for
example, GEOS 2 and GEOS 3, with higher vertical

2. Model Description
2.1.

Model

Framework

The GOCART

model uses the GEOS

or horizontal

DAS assimi-

resolutions have become available for the

time periods after November 1997.

The GEOS DAS meteorological
data containnot only
prognosticfields, such as horizontal winds, temperaGEOS DAS, which has a horizontal resolutionof 2ø lat- ture, and pressure,but also extensivediagnosticfields,
itude by 2.5ø longitude. The vertical resolution varies such as cloud mass flux, surface precipitation rates,
with different versions of the GEOS DAS. There are
boundary layer height, and surfaceroughness.Table 1
20 vertical sigma levels in version I (GEOS 1, avail- liststhe GEOS DAS archivedprognosticand diagnostic

lated meteorological
data [Schubert
et al., 1993]. The
spatial resolution of the model is the same as in the

ablefor the periodof January1980to November1995), fields used in our sulfur simulations.
We present in this paper a 6-year simulation from
extendingfrom the surfaceto 10 mbar [Allen et al.,
1996;Chin et al., 1998].In versionGEOS 1.3 (available 1989 to 1994. Four sulfur species are simulated in
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2.3.

the model: dimethylsulfide(DMS), SO2, sulfate, and
methanesulfonicacid (MSA). There are seven modules representingatmosphericprocessesof these sulfur
species:emission,chemistry,advection, convection,dif-

Initialization

was done for the last 3 months

Emissions

The GOCART model includes emissionsof DMS from

the ocean,SO2 and sulfatefrom anthropogenicactivities, and SO2 from biomassburning,aircraft exhaust,
and volcaniceruptions.Figure I showsan annuallyav-

fusion, dry deposition, and wet deposition. The model
solvesthe continuity equation using the method of operator splitting. The model time step is 20 min for
advection, convection, and diffusion, and 60 min for
the other processes.The instantaneousmeteorological
fields in Table I are linearly interpolated to the model
time.

Sulfur

24,673

eragedemission
flux from anthropogenic
and natural
sources
(DMS and volcanicSO2)for 1990.
Anthropogenicemissionsare taken from the Emission
Databasefor Global AtmosphericResearch(EDGAR)
for the yearof 1990[Olivieret al., 1996].The annualtotal emission
rate is 72.8T g S yr-• whichincludesemis-

of

1988, startingfrom low concentrations(0.1 ppt) for all
four sulfur species.

sionsfrom industrialprocesses
(59.3 Tg S yr-•), residentialandcommercial
consumptions
(8.5 Tg S yr-1),

2.2.

and transportation (road, rail, and shipping, 5.0 Tg

Transport

The

advection

and convection

schemes

S yr-1). The fractionof direct sulfateemissionhas

used in the

been estimated from 1.4% to 5% of the total emission

model have been describedin detail elsewhere[Allen
[Benkovitzet al., 1996];we assumehere a fraction of
et al., 1996]. Here, briefly,advectionis computedby
a flux-form semi-Lagrangianmethod [Lin and Rood, 5% for Europe and 3% for elsewhere.The rest is emit1996].Moistconvection
is parameterized
usingarchived ted as SO2. Emission rates are assumed to be constant

throughout the year except for Europe, where a seasonal variation is imposed such that the emissionrates

cloud massflux fields from the GEOS DAS. In the previous model studies using the GEOS DAS fields, the
boundary layer mixing was parameterized such that a
fixed fraction of material was uniformly mixed within

are maximum in winter (30% higher than the annual
average)and minimumin summer(30% lowerthan the
the boundarylayer[Allenet al., 1996;Chin et al., 1998]. annualaverage).This seasonalvariationreflectsmainly
It was found very difficult to choosea universal value of the demandfor domesticheating [Santinesand $tyve,
the mixing fraction sinceit doesnot reflect the bound- 1992].
Emission of DMS from the ocean is calculated as a
ary layer turbulence[Chin et al., 1998]. In the GOCART model the boundary layer turbulent mixing is product of the seawater D MS concentration and seacomputedusinga second-order
closurescheme[Helfand to-air transfer velocity. Monthly averagedsurfaceseaand Labraga,1988],whichwas alsousedin the GEOS water DMS concentrationsin løx 1ø grid resolutionare
DAS analysis for heat and moisture turbulent mixing takenfromKettleet al. [1999].This seawater
DMS con[Takacset al., 1994]. The schemetakes into account centration map is generated based on the compilation
both growing and decayingturbulence. The turbulent of a databaseof over 15,000 measurementsaround the
diffusion coefficient is a function of the turbulent kinetic
globe. The transfervelocityof DMS is computedusenergy,the buoyancy,and wind shear parameters.
ing an empiricalformulafromLiss andMerlivat[1986],
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Figure 1. Annualemissions
(mgS m-2 yr-1) of sulfateprecursors
in 1990fromanthropogenic
and natural (oceanicand volcanic)sourcesusedin the model.
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which assumeslinear relationshipsbetweenthe transfer

velocityand the 10-m wind speed. Diffusionof DMS
within the ocean surface water is taken into account as

a functionof seasurfacetemperature[$altzmanet al.,

1993]. The 10-mwindsusedin the modelare the re-

active volcanic sourcesfor every year. The only interannually variable sourcesare the emissionsfrom sporadi-

cally eruptingvolcanoes(basedon documentedevents)
and DMS from the ocean(due to the changeof surface
wind speeds).

mote sensingdata from the SpecialSensorMicrowave

Imager(SSM/I) operatedon a seriesof satellites
in the 2.4. Chemistry
Chemical reactions included in the model as follows:
DefenseMeteorological
SatelliteProgram[Atlaset al.,
1996].The SSM/I windshavebeenfoundto represent DMS oxidation by OH during the day to form SO2
accurately
the localobservations
[Chinet al., 1998].It and MSA, and by nitrate radicals (NO3) at night to
has been noted that there could be a factor of 2 or more

form SO2; SO2 oxidation by OH in air and by H202

differencesin the transfer velocity calculatedfrom dif-

in cloud to form sulfate.

Reaction

rates are taken from

ferentformulae[e.g.,$raethieet al., 1985;Wanninkhof, DeMote et al. [1997].The yieldsof SO2and MSA from
1992;Erickson,1993],and a singleparameterization
of DMS+OH reaction are assumed to be the same as in the
transfervelocitybasedon wind speedaloneis not suf- work of Chin et al. [1996],that is, 100% SO2 from the

ficient to describe D MS flux from the different regions abstractionchannel,and 75% SO2 and 25% MSA from
of the oceans[Chinet al., 1998].
the addition channel. We prescribe concentrations of
Volcanic sourcesof SO2 include emissionsfrom both OH, NO3, and H202 from the monthly averagedfields
continuouslyactive and sporadicallyerupting volca- generatedin the Intermediate Model of Global Evolunoes. The continuous volcanic emissions are taken from

tion of Species(IMAGES) [Milllet and Brasseur,1995].
a databaseof AndresandKasgnoc[1998].The database Figure 2 plots the zonally averaged concentrationsof

includes SO2 released from 49 volcanoeswhich have

OH and H202 for January and July. A diurnal variation
of OH concentrationsis imposed by scalingthe average
an emission
rateof 4.8 Tg S yr-1 Weassume
•;hat OH fields to the cosineof solar zenith angle. Sincethe
SO• is injectedat a constantrate within I km above concentrationsof NO3 over the ocean at night are althe crater altitudes. For the sporadicallyerupting vol- ways orders of magnitude higher than those during the
canoes we use the volcanic database from the Smithday, they are assumedto be zero in the daytime and
sonianGlobalVolcanismProgram[Sirakinand $iebert, are evenly distributed over the night.

been continuouslyactive over the last 25 years with

1994]whichhasdocumented
the locations,
theerupting

dates and duration, and the volcanicexplosivityindex

Because cloud water content is not available

in GEOS

I and GEOS 1.3, we parameterize the in-cloud oxida-

(VEI) up to 1994. We then usethe VEI to estimate tion of SO2 by H202 as a function of cloud fraction,
the volcaniccloudheight[Sirakinand $iebert,1994], followingChin et al. [1996].Cloudfractionfc for each
and obtain the amount of SO2 emitted to the atmo-

sphereby a relationship between the VEI and SO• flux

grid box is assumedas an empirical function of the relative humidity in that grid box, following Sundqvistet

[$chnetzleret al., 1997]. When they becomeavailable, al. [1989]:

satellite-observed volcanic SO2 emission data from the

Total OzoneMonitoring Spectroscopy
(TOMS) instrument [Bluthet al., 1997]are usedto replacethe calculated emission rates.

We further assume that SO2 is

injected within a slab which is located at the top portion of the erupting volcanic cloud with a thicknessof

1/3 of the cloudcolumn(L. Glaze, personalcommunication, 1998). This assumptionis basedon the observationsof plumeheightand thicknessafter eruption[e.g.,
McCormicket al., 1995]and the resultsfrom volcanic
plumedispersionmodels[e.g.,Suzuki,1983].
Other sources of SOe in the model include biomass

fc-1-•/1r-r0
I - r0

where r is the relative humidity and r0 is the threshold
relative humidity for condensationspecifiedas a func-

tion of pressure[Xu and Krueger, 1991]. Within the
cloud fraction

we assume that the formation

of sulfate is

determined by the concentrationof the limiting reagent,
that is, the lesseramount between SO2 and H202. Dur-

ing the chemistrytime step (1 hour), H202 is depleted
as the aqueous phase reaction of SO2+H202 can be

completedin lessthan I hour [Dauraet al., 1984].The

burning(2.3 Tg S yr-1) andaircraftemissions
(0.07Tg recovery time of H202 varies considerably in the litS yr-1). Seasonal
biomassburningemissions
are from erature, from instantaneous replenishment to a day in

Spiroet al. [1992].Aircraftemission
is calculatedbased winter [Kochet al., 1999].Herewe assumethat H202 is

on the monthly averaged fuel consumption inventory
for 1992 from NASA's Atmospheric Effects of Aviation

regeneratedto its prescribedvalue every 3 hours, simi-

lar to the timescaleusedby Chin et al. [1996].

Project (AEAP), assumingan emissionindex of 1.0,
2.5. Dry Deposition
that is, I g SO2emittedper kg fuel burned[Weisenstein
Dry deposition velocities for SO2, sulfate, and MSA
et al., 1996].
In our 6-year simulation presented in this paper, we
have

used the

same

seasonal

emissions

from

anthro-

are calculatedin the model usingthe resistance-in-series

scheme[Weselyand Hicks, 1977]. In this scheme,dry

pogenic, biomass burning, aircraft, and continuously deposition velocities are determined as a reciprocal of
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Figure 2. Zonal distributionsof OH and H202 for January and July from the IMAGES model
[Milllet and Brasseur,1995].

the sum of aerodynamic resistance,sublayer resistance,
and surface resistance. The aerodynamic resistance is
taken from the GEOS DAS archive, which is a product
of the exchangecoefficientfor heat and moisture and
the surface friction velocity. The sublayer and surface
resistance for SO2 and sulfate are calculated using the

formulationof Walceket al. [1986]and Wesely[1989].
The dry depositionvelocity of MSA is assumedto be
the same as that of sulfate. We impose a minimum

SO2dry deposition
velocityof 0.2 cm s-1 overthe ice

2.6.

Wet Scavenging

Wet scavengingof soluble speciesin the model in-

cludesrainout (in-cloudprecipitation)andwashout(below cloudprecipitation) in large-scaleprecipitationand
in deepconvectivecloudupdraft. The GEOS DAS diagnosesthe total precipitation at the ground as a column
integral of specifichumidity changedue to moist pro-

cesses
[Takacset al., 1994]. Herewe normalizethe precipitation rates from the GEOS DAS to those from an

observation-based
data product, which is a mergeddata
set combiningsatellite observations,ground station rain
gauge measurements,and the GEOS DAS precipitation

and snowand in the polar regions[Volduetet al., 1986;
Tarfasonand Iversen,1998]. Typically,the diurnally
averageddry depositionvelocityfor SO2 over the land
fields [Huffman et al., 1997; P. Houser,manuscriptin
is 0.2-0.4 cm s-1, but it variessignificantlyover the
preparation,2000]. Distribution of large-scaleprecipiocean from 0.6 to 0.8 cm s-1 under stable conditions
to 1 to 2 cm s-• under unstable conditions. For sulfate

a value of 0.08-0.12 cm s-• is found over the oceans,

tation

in a vertical

column

is estimated

based on the

specifichumidity changesdiagnosedin the GEOS DAS:

and 0.1-0.3 is found over the land except at latitudes

higherthan60ø in thewinterseason
(0.01-0.05cms-1).
These values are in general consistentwith the data
from limited direct measurements and with other cal-

culatedvalues[e.g., Voldneret al., 1986; Walceket al.,
1986; Gauzeveldet al., 1998,and references
therein].

P• (k) -

c Aqt(k)

Qt

wherePt,(k) is the large-scaleprecipitationrate at level
k, Qt, and Qt are the columnintegratedspecifichumidity changedue to large-scaleor total (large-scaleand
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convective)moist process,respectively,c is the ratio of
the precipitation rate in the merged product to that in

the GEOS DAS, and Aqt(k) is the total specifichumidity changeat level k where a negative value indicates a
precipitation and a positive value implies an evaporation.

amount of SO2 scavengedand subsequentlyconverted
to sulfate in the rainwater as a term of wet scavengingof
SO2, not sulfate. Also, we do not recordthis amount as
a part of "in-cloudsulfateproduction"(exceptfor the
fraction returned to the atmosphereduring the evaporation of raindrops)becausethe productionof sulfate

Removal of sulfate and MSA by large-scalerain is from the dissolvedSO2 in rainwater does not contribute
calculatedas a first-orderlossprocessusingparameters to either the sulfate burden in the atmosphere or the reof Giorgiand Chameides[1986].The changeof aerosol moval of sulfate from the atmosphere. While it seems
mixing ratio within a model time step is
just a labelingissuefor the sulfurbudget,countingthe
wet scavengingof SO2 as a lossof sulfate can lead to
-an underestimationof atmosphericsulfate lifetime since
the lifetime is simply the ratio of atmosphericburden

whereX(k) is the mixing ratio at level k, f(k) is the
fractionof the grid box experiencing
precipitation,/•(k)
is the frequencyof cloud to rain conversion,and At is
the duration of precipitation, which is equal to the wet
scavengingtime step for large-scalerain. The valuesof

f(k) and/•(k) are definedby the precipitationamount
at eachgrid box and by a typical liquid water contentfor

large-scale
precipitation[Giorgiand Chameides,
1986].
Washout betweenthe cloud layersor below the lowest
cloudlevel is alsocomputedas a first-orderlossprocess,
similar to the treatment of rainout. In this case, the
fraction of a grid box with precipitation is determined

by the largestvalue of f from the overheadrainy grid
box, and/• is assumedto be 0.1 mm-• normalizedto the

precipitationrate [DanaandHales,1976].A fractionof
solublespeciesbetween or below cloudsreleasesinto the

to the loss rate.

As shownin Figure 3, the anthropogenicemissionis

75 Tg S yr-1, whichincludes
emissions
fromindustrial
activities,fuel combustion,ship, and aircraft, as well as
from biomassburning. Biogenicemissionof DMS from

the oceanvariesfrom13.3to 15.0Tg S yr-x, reflecting
the changesin the surfacewind speeds.Volcanic emis-

sionsare alsofairly constantfrom year to year (5.4-6.0

Tg S yr-•), except1991whena majorvolcanic
eruption
of Mount Pinatubo occurredin June, injectingabout 10
Tg S (or 20 Mton SO2) into the atmosphere.Total vol-

canicemission
for 1991is 19.6Tg S yr-• In a normal
year (e.g., without major volcaniceruptions)the fraction of sulfur emitted from natural sources(biogenic
and volcanic)is about 20% of the total emissionof 94
Tg S yr-x

grid box if evaporation(Aqt • 0) occurs.This fraction
In-cloud oxidation of SO2 is responsible for about
is assumedto be the same as that of evaporatedwater.
64% of total sulfateproductionin a normal year, while
It hasbeenfoundin previousmodelinvestigations
as
in-air oxidation accountsfor the rest 36%. In contrast,
well as in field studies that soluble speciesare scavless than half of the sulfate production in 1991 takes
enged efficiently within the convectivecloud updraft
place in-cloud becausethe Pinatubo eruption injects
[Balkanski
et al., 1993;Cohanet al., 1999].Adapting most SO2 into the stratospherewherethe gas-phaserethe principleof Balkanskiet al. [1993],we couplethe action with OH is the only mechanismin the model to

convective scavengingwith the moist convectionprocessin our model, and usea scavenging
e•ciency of 0.4

0

convert SO2 to sulfate. Dry deposition and wet scavenging remove roughly the same amount of sulfur from

km-x for solubleaerosolspecies.
the atmosphere
(45-55 Tg S yr-X). While dry deposiWe usethe samemethodfor SO• wet scavenging
as
tion is the most important lossof SO2 (45%) followed
that describedby Chin et al. [1996]'we definea soluble
by in-cloudoxidation(27%), wet scavenging
eliminates

fraction of SO•.as limited by the availabilityof H•.O• in
90% of sulfate producedin the atmosphere.The lifethe precipitatinggrid box, and scavenge
the solubleSO•.
time is 1.8 days for SO2 and 5.8 days for sulfate in a
at the samerate as sulfate. When evaporationoccurs, normal year.
a fraction of dissolvedSO• returnsto the grid box as
The annually averagedatmosphericburden for SO2 is
sulfate.
0.42-0.48 Tg S except1991. The SO2burdenis 1.6 Tg S
in 1991, with most of it residingin the stratosphere,that
is, above100-120 mbar in the model (Figure 3). While
3. Global Budget and Distributions
3.1.

Summary of Global Budget

Summary of a 6-year budget of 1989-1994 is presentedin Figure 3. Before we discussthe budget, we
shall clarify the terms used in our wet removal and
aqueous-phaseoxidation budgets since they can some-

SO2 returns to its normal level rather quickly after the

Pinatubo eruption (e-foldingtime about 1 month), it
takes much longer for sulfate to relax back to its normal level. As illustrated in Figure 3, 3 years after the
Pinatubo eruption, total sulfate burden in 1994 (0.98

Tg S) is still significantlyhigherthan its pre-Pinatubo
times causeconfusion.Here the term "wetscavenging" valuein 1989-1990 (0.63 Tg S).
refersto the lossof a particular tracer in the wet process
The only removal processfor D MS is its oxidation in
describedin section2.6 regardlessof its transformation the atmosphere.Globally, nearly 90% of DMS emitted
within the rainwater. With that in mind, we count the from the oceanis oxidizedby OH during the day; only
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Figure 3. Summaryof a 6-yearsulfurbudget (1.989-1994)in the GOCART model. Troposphere
and stratosphere interface at 120-100 mbar.

10% is lost at night via reaction with NO3. The stable
products from DMS oxidation are 89% SO2, which can
be further oxidized to sulfate, and 11% MSA, which is

removedby wet (91%) and dry (9%) depositions.The
atmosphericburden for DMS is 0.072-0.080 Tg S, and
that for MSA is 0.027-0.032 Tg S. The lifetime is 1.9-

3.2.

Global

Distributions

To present some general features simulated in the
model, we plot in Figure 4 global distributions of SO2,
sulfate, DIMS, and MSA at the surface(Figure 4a) and
at 500 mbar (Figure 4b) for the pre-Pinatubo year of

2.2 days for DMS and 6.8-7.2 days for MSA.
We define a term of the sulfate production efficiency
as the amount of sulfate produced relative to the total amount of SO2 emitted and produced in the atmosphere. The sulfate production efficiency is a direct

1990. Concentrations shown in Figure 4 are average
values for two seasons: December, January, February

measure of the effectivenessof SO2 oxidation versus the

pected. The major contrastbetweenDJF and JJA is

(DJF), andJune,July,August(JJA). Highsurfaceconcentrations of SO2 and sulfate are found in regions of

high anthropogenicemissionsfor both seasons,as ex-

dry and wet removalof SO2. We find in our model a the strongadvectionof pollutantsfromthe midlatitude
typical productionefficiencyvalue of 0.41-0.42, which sourceregionsto the Arctic circlein DJF. While SO2
are higherin the winter than in the sumindicatesthat only lessthan half of the SO2 contributes concentrations
to sulfate production in the atmosphere,and the rest is mer, the reverseis true for sulfate becauseof the seamainly depositedto the surface.In the Pinatubo erup- sonal variation of SO2 oxidation rates. Globally, the
tion yem'of 1991, however,the sulfate productioneffi- sulfate production efSci•ncy in January is only 0.27,
ciencyincreasesto 0.49, reflectingthat the SO2 released whereas in July it is 0.48 in 1990.
The distribution of DMS at the surface closely resemat highaltitudesproducessulfatemuchmoreeffectively
than that emitted

near the surface.

bles that in seawater. Very high surface air concentra-
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in the simulation
for 1990.
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tionsof DMS (500-2000 ppt) are producedin the model higherin summerthan in winter due to the higher OH
near 60ø latitude in the summer hemisphere. These elevated concentrations are directly related to the high

concentrations; thus only a small fraction of DMS es-

capesfrom the boundary layer in summer despitethe

DMS emission
flux (10-50 pmolm-2 d-l), a product higher emissionrates.
of very high seawaterDMS concentrationsand strong

The annually averaged zonal mean distributions of
SO2, sulfate, DMS, and MSA for 1990 are shown in
at these latitudes in summer seem too high compared Figure 5. As expected, both SO2 and sulfate exhibit
with somemeasurementsnear the Antarctic coast (< high concentrationsin the northern hemisphere.In the
surface

winds.

While

the surface

DMS

concentrations

800 ppt [Staubesand Georgii,1993; Berresheimet al., tropics,DMS is pumpedto the upper troposphereby
1998]),the model-calculated
concentrations
of the DMS the deep convectiveprocess. Interestingly,the same

oxidation products, sulfate and MSA, at high-latitude process is also responsible for the low sulfate concensites (e.g., Palmer Station and Mawson in Antarctica, tration in the middle to upper troposphere over the
and Haemey in Iceland) agreewith the observationsto tropics, thanks to the efficientwet scavengingof sulwithin 40% [Chin et al., this issue].This apparentin- fate in cloudconvection.This feature alsoappearedin
consistencyneedsto be further investigated. Finally, as the modelsimulations
of Feichteret al. [1996]and Koch
expected, MSA surface distribution is similar to that of et al. [1999],
butwaslackingin someothermodels[e.g.,
DMS.

Chin et al., 1996;Barth et al., 2000],dependingon the

One commonfeature for all sulfur speciesat 500 mbar

convectiveprocessin the meteorologicaldata and the
(Figure 4b) is that they are better mixed zonally and efficiencyof in-cloudscavengingin differentmodels.
the concentrations are I to 2 magnitudes lower than
We plot in Figure 6 the column total sulfate sources
that at the surface,reflecting their relatively short life- and sinks in the 1990 simulation as a function of lattimes (severaldays). DMS concentrations
at 500 mbar itude. It can be seen that in-cloud oxidation of SO2
are higher in the winter hemispherethan in the summer is the most important sourceof sulfate, especiallyat
hemisphere, opposite to the pattern found at the sur- high latitudes (60øN and higher in the northern hemiface. This is because the slow oxidation

rates of DMS

sphere, and between 40øS and 70øS in the southern

in winter allow DMS to be transportedto higheral- hemisphere),where in-cloud oxidation contributes80titudes. On the other hand, the DMS loss rates are 90% of the total sulfatesource. While scavenging
by
SO2
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large-scalerain dominatesthe sulfatelossovermid and included in the NCAR model. Emission of DMS calcuhigh latitudes, wet convectivescavengingdominates lated in our modelis 13.3 Tg S yr-• for 1990, about
over the tropics and subtropics. Dry depositionin gen- 30% higher than that in the GISS model (10.7 Tg S
eral accounts for less than 20% of sulfate loss at all
yr-•), eventhoughboth modelsusethe sameformula
for transfer velocity and the same DMS seawater concentrations in calculating DMS emission rates. This
difference may be attributed to the lower 10-m wind
speedsin the GISS GCM. The NCAR model calculates

latitudes except in the polar regions.

4. Comparisons With Other Global
Model

Studies

a total DMS emissionof 15.5 Tg S yr-• , basedon the

We focus here on the comparison of sulfur budget
in the GOCART

model simulation

for 1990 with two

latitudinal

bands

of DMS

flux in the work

of Bates

et

al. [1992]and the distributionof the oceancolorin the

remote sensingproducts.
Our model estimates an equal amount of sulfur being
[1999],usingthe GoddardInstitute for SpaceStudies'

of the most recent global model studies' Koch et al.

generalcirculationmodelversionII' (GISS GCM), and removedby dry depositionand wet scavenging(50%
Barth et al. [2000]and Raschet al. [2000],usingthe for eachprocess),while a slightly higher fraction of dry
National Center for Atmospheric Research Community deposition(54% dry, 46% wet) is obtainedin the GISS
Climate Model (NCAR CCM3). Intercomparisons
in- model, and the wet removal is about twice as effective
volvingother earliermodels[e.g., Langnerand Rodhe, as dry deposition in the NCAR model.
1991; Pham et al., 1995; Feichter et al., 1996' Chin et

Total sulfate production from SO2 oxidation is 38.5

al., 19961havebeenpresented
in previousmodelstudies Tg S yr-• in our model.Althoughthis valueis the low-

[Chinet al., 1996;Kochet al., 1999;Raschet al., 2000] est among the three models, remember that we do not
and will not be discussedin detail here. We will only

summarizethe major differences
betweenthis study and

an earlierwork [Chinet al., 1996].
Table 2 summarizesthe comparisonof sulfur budgets

among•

GOC5•

•qq

•d •rC 5R •--•ø

Ou•

count the SO2 lossin wet scavengingas a part of sulfate
production while both the GISS and NCAR models do.
As we stated in the previous section, even though the
amount of SO2 scavengedby the rain is subsequently
converted to su!fate in rainwater, this process does not
play a role in determining the atmospheric sulfate con-

total emission
(93.9Tg S yr-•) is higherthan that in
bothGISSandNCAR models(83 Tg S yr-•). This is centration or removal; we thus consider the in-rain sulfate production as ineffective. Should we include the
inventory(72.8Tg S yr-•) whichalsoincludesemis- SO2 wet scavengingas a part of sulfate production, the

because we use the EDGAR

database of 1990 emission

sionsfrom shippingand land use, while the GISS and
NCAR modelsusethe 1985 emissioninventory (67 Tg

valuewould be 49.1 Tg S yr-• which is betweenthe
GISS and N CAR

model.

As we have shownin the previoussection,89% of the
S yr-•) fromthe GlobalEmissions
InventoryActivity
DMS
emitted from the oceanproducesSO2 (11.9 Tg S
[Benkovitzet al., 1996].The biomass
burningemission
via DMS+OH,
in our modelis the sameas that in the GISS model (2.3 yr-•). Of thisamount,87%is produced

Tg S yr-•), but thevolcanic
emission
(5.5Tg S yr-•)

and 13% is producedvia DMS+NO3. The SO2 produc-

is muchhigherthan that in the GISS model(3.5 Tg S tion is moreefficientin the GISS model (93%), whereas
yr-•) because
we includeemissions
fromboth continu- the NCAR model assumesSO2 as the only DMS oxidaouslyactiveand sporadicallyeruptingvolcanoes,while tion product.
The GISS model has the highestSO2 and sulfate burKoch et al. [1999]considers
only noneruptivevolcanoes. Volcanic and biomass burning emissionsare not

den among the three models, which was attributed to
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Table 2. Comparisonof Sulfur Budget From the GOCART Model With the GISS and
NCAR

Models

BudgetComponent

GOCARTa

Total emission,
Tg S yr-1

93.9

SO2 anthropogenic
SO2 biomassburning
SO9.volcanic
Sulfate anthropogenic
DMS oceanic

70.6
2.3
5.5
2.2
13.3

Total deposition,
Tg S yr-1
SO2dry deposition
d
SO2 wet scavenging
Sulfate dry deposition

10.6

Sulfatewet scavenging
d

34.7

MS A dry deposition
MSA wet scavenging

SO9.production,
Tg S yr-1
From DMS+OH
From DMS+NO3

Sulfateproduction,Tg S yr-1

83.0
(75.2%)
(2.4%)
(5.9%)
(2.3%)
(14.2%)

93.0
41.2
5.1

64.6
2.3
3.5
1.9
10.7

1.3

11.9

35.5
0.2
9.2
37.4
0.2
0.9

NCARc
82.5

(77.8%)
(2.8%)
(4.2%)
(2.3%)
(12.9%)

83.4

(44 3%)
4%)
(55%)
(37 3%)

0.1

10.4
1.5

GISSb

65.7

(79.6%)

81.0

(42.6%)
(0.2%)
(11.0%)
(44.8%)
(0.2%)
(1.1%)

10.0

24.5
1.6
3.7
51.2

(30.2%)
(2.0%)
(4.6%)
(63.2%)

15.5

(87.4%)
(12.6%)

38.5

44.7

53.6

In-air

14.0

(36.4%)

13.1

(29.3%)

9.2

(17.2%)

In-cloud
d

24.5

(63.6%)

31.6

(70.7%)

44.4

(82.8%)

Burden, Tg S
SO2
Sulfate
DMS
MSA

0.43
0.63
0.073
0.028

0.56
0.73
0.056
0.023

0.4
0.57
0.06

Lifetime, days
SO2

1.8

Sulfatee

5.8

2.6

1.9

5.7

4.0

DMS
MSA

2.0
7.1

1.9
7.6

1.4

SO2 dry deposition

0.26

0.17

0.17

SO2 in-air oxidation

0.09

0.06

0.06

SO2 wet processes
g
Sulfate dry deposition

0.22
0.02

0.15
0.03

0.31
0.02

Sulfatewet scavenging

0.15

0.14

0.25

(4.6)

Lossfrequency[
day-1

(0.2)

aThis work, 1990 simulation.

bKochet al. [1999].
CBarth et al. [2000]and Raschet al. [2000].

dWetscavenging
of SO2in the GISSandNCAR modelswascounted
as a part of sulfate
in-cloudproductionas well assulfatewet scavenging
budgets.Seetext for details.
eThe numbersin parenthesesfor the GOCART model are the valuesthat would be if SO2

wet scavenging
wereconsidered
asa part of sulfatewet depositionterm, astreatedby the GISS
and NCAR models. See text for explanation.

floss frequency
is definedasthe lossrate dividedby the burden.
glncludingin-cloudoxidationand wet scavenging.

the use of prognosticH202 and an insufficiententrain-

itation rates, among others, between the models. The

ment of H202 from the cloud base to oxidize SO2 in

DMS burden and lifetime in our model is 22% and 41%

highlypollutedregions[Kochet al., 1999].On the other
hand, the NCAR model also usesprognosticH202 but

higherthan thosein the NCAR model, eventhough

shows the lowest SO2 and sulfate burden. The cause of
the discrepancyis likely a combination of the differences
in cloud processing,oxidant concentrations,and precip-

both models have used the same prescribedOH and
NO3 fields for DMS oxidation. Possibleexplanations
includethe differencein DMS emissionrates,which are
higherin our model at high latitudeswhereDMS oxida-
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tion is slower. The lifetime of DMS in the GISS model

between

25øN

is very closeto that in our model, although the D MS
burdenis lowerin the GISS model, probablydue to the

models.

A similar

lower emission rates.

and 60øN

in both

difference
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the NCAR

in sulfate

and our

distribution

is

also found. Our extratropical DMS zonal distribution
resemblesthat in the GISS model with a symmetric

The lifetime of 2.6 days for' SO2 in the GISS model
is about 40% longer than the ones in both our model

distribution

between

the northern

(1.8 days)and the NCAR model(1.9 days),reflecting

there is a second maximum

and southern

hemi-

spheres. However, in the tropical upper troposphere,
of D MS in our model

with

a slowerremovalrate in the GISS model. Regarding a concentration of 5-10 ppt, a feature which is very simthe lifetime of sulfate, we estimate a value of 5.8 days
with respectto the sulfatedry depositionand wet scavenging. If we had includedthe amount of SO2 lost by
wet scavengingas a sink of sulfate, as the GISS and
NCAR models have, then the sulfate lifetime in our
model would be 4.6 days, which is lower than the GISS
modelbut higherthan the NCAR model. The point we
try to make here is that the atmosphericsulfate resi-

ilar to the NCAR

model but not obvious in the GISS

model.

The

results

from

the

GOCART

model

differ

from

thoseof Chin et al. [1996] (usingthe Harvard/GISS
GCM II model) in a numberof ways. The major difference is in the sulfate vertical distributions. The zonally

averagedsulfate distribution in Figure 5 showsa much

lessverticalgradientthan that of Chin et al. [1996].

dencetime is underestimatedwhen wet scavengingof

The differenceis attributed mainly to a much more ef-

SO2 is included as a loss term of sulfate. The lifetime

ficientwet scavenging
in the workof Chin et al. [1996],

of DMS is similarto that in the GISS modelbut higher partly due to the excessivewet convection over some
than that in the NCAR model, whereas the lifetime
of MSA is slightly lower than that in the GISS model

(MSA is not simulatedin the NCAR model).
To examine the differences between the models in loss
rates for individual

sinks, we list in Table 2 the loss fi'e-

quenciesfor each process,defined as the SO• or sulfate
atmospheric burden divided by their individual removal

rates. While dry removalprocesses
for' SO• (dry deposition and in-air oxidation) are the most efficient in our
model, wet processes(aqueousphase production and
wet removal) are the most effectivein the NCAR model
but the least effective in the GISS model.

The effective-

nessof the wet processis almost inversely proportional
to the SO.• and sulfate burden, which are the lowest in
the NCAR model and highest in the GISS model. For'
example, a ratio of the sulfate burden between the GOCART, GISS, and NCAR models is 1'1.3:0.9, and that
of the SO2 burden is 1'1.2'0.9, which is also the ratio of
the inverse of the total sulfi•r wet deposition rate. Interestingly, the sulfate burden is also inversely propor-

tional to the wet productionrate of sulfate (in-cloudand
in-rain); a ratio of 1'1.1'0.9 is found betweenthe three
models. These linear relations clearly confirm the importance of the wet processesin determining the sulfur
burden in the atmosphere. Therefore emphasis should
be given to improving the wet physical and chemical
processesand validating the parameters used in modeling these processes,such as cloud distribution, cloud
fractions, precipitation amount, scavengingefficiencies,
and the aqueous phase oxidation rates.
Comparing our zonally averaged concentrations of
SO9.,sulfate, and DMS in Figure 5 with those reported

regions,and partly due to the higher wet scavengingef-

ficiency(100% in deepwet convection).The other differenceis in DMS oxidation. Chin et al. [1996]found
that an oxidant in addition to OH and NOs was needed
for DMS oxidation in order to reproduce both D MS and
sulfate

concentrations

observed

over the remote

ocean

surface. We do not invoke such an oxidant in this study,
and our simulated concentrations for all sulfur species
are overall

consistent

with

the

observations

over

the

oceans[Chin et al., this issue].We attribute this difference to the better parameters in calculating the D}IS
emissionrates and the higher (a factor of 2 to 3) OH
concentrationsover the ocean surface(a factor of 2 to
3) used in this study than those used by Chin et al.

5. Anthropogenic
We have conducted

Contributions

a model

simulation

for 1990 with-

out anthropogenicemissionsin order'to estimate the relative importance of natural and anthropogenic sources
to the atmospheric sulfate loading. The total emission

for this caseis 18.8 T g S yr-•, whichincludesonly the
D MS and volcanic SO2 sources. I-'heannually averaged
column sulfate burden and the anthropogenic contributions for 1990 are shownin Figure 7. The anthropogenic
fraction

of sulfate is more than 60% in the northern

hemisphere,with more than 80% over the United States
and the Eurasian continent. A more widely spread anthropogenic influence over the northern hemisphere is

foundin the GISS [Kochet al., 1999]and NCAR [•asch
et al., 2000]models,with morethan 80% anthropogenic

by Koch et al. [19991and Bavth et al. [2000],we find

sulfate

that the SO•9concentrationsin the GISS model are significantly higher than those in both the NCAR and our
model in the lower troposphere. For example, a 500
ppt SO2 contour in the GISS model reached 700 mbar

In the southern hemispherethe anthropogenic fraction

and extended

of the total sulfate burden in 1990, a fraction which is
somewhat lower than the anthropogenic sulfur emission

line is confined

from

27øN

below

to 75øN.

850 mbar

while

and

this

contour

at the latitudes

over the entire

area at latitudes

north

of 10øN.

is generally20-40% overthe oceanin our model (Figure
8), similarto the GISS and NCAR models.
We find that anthropogenic
sourcescontributeto 67%
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fractionin the 1990
simulation.

fraction of 80%. Figure 8 showsthe percentageof zonally averaged anthropogeniccontribution for two seasons,DJF and JJA, in 1990. As can be seenin Figure 8,
the anthropogenicsulfate dominatesthe sulfate burdens
in the northern hemisphere but with distinct patterns
between DJF and JJA. It disperseshorizontally in DJF
with the 80% contourline stretched out to the northern

polar region but confinedbelow 600 mbar. By contrast,
the anthropogenicsulfate is well mixed vertically by
the frequent convectiveactivities in JJA with the 80%
contour line extended to the tropopause. Of interest is
tha.t the anthropogeniccontribution increaseswith the
altitude over the mid to high latitude in the southern
hemisphere,resulting from the interhemispheric transport from the northern hemisphereand the convective
transport from the midlatitudes.
When comparingthe natural sulfur budget with that

the GISS model the SO2 lifetime from a natural-source-

only run (1.8 days) was shorterthan that from a full
run (2.6 days), we find that the reverseis the casein
our model:2.4 daysin the natural-source-only
run and
1.8 days in the full run. As for sulfate, the lifetime
stayed the same in both natural and full simulations

in the GISS model,but in our modelit is longerfrom
the natural simulation(7.2 days)than that from the
full simulation(5.8 days). It is expectedthat SO2 and
sulfateof natural originshouldhavea longerlifetime
than the anthropogenic
onesbecausethey are not as
concentratednear the surface,thus not subjectto the
fast removalby dry and wet depositions.
The anthropogenic
contributionto the atmospheric
sulfate burden from this study, as well as from the

GISS and NCAR models,is significantly
higherthan
that reportedby Chin and Jacob[1996]. The latter

sourcescontributed
in the GISSmodel[Kochet al., 1999],a major disagree- studyfoundthat the anthropogenic
ment lies in the lifetimes of S02 and sulfate. While in

to only 37% of the sulfateburden,althoughthey ac-
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Figure 8. Zonallyaveragedanthropogenic
sulfatefractionin DJF and JJA in the 1990simulation
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counted for 70% of the total sulfur emission.

SULFUR

This is

dueto the high sulfateproductionratesfrom DMS oxidation and more excessivewet scavengingnear the mid-

latitudecontinents
in the workof Chin et al. [1996]than
those in this study.
6.

Conclusions
We have used the GOCART

CYCLE

IN THE

GOCART

MODEL
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sulfate burden is almost inversely proportional to the
rate of wet removal and the rate of wet production of

sulfate. This proportionality showsthe magnitude of
the wet processes
in controllingthe atmosphericsulfur
burden. Therefore the first priority in future research
shouldbe to reducethe large uncertaintiesassociated
with the wet physicaland chemicalprocesses.

model to simulate the
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